


“Provide exceptioal service to the landscape 
and construction industry through hard work, 
skill, and a passion to succeed”

Stay Positive
Honesty is Key
Celebrate Success and Learn From Mistakes
Be Open-Minded
Problems will Always be Handled Professionally

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Side Dump Trailer               Grapple/Clam Trailer
End Dump Trailer                LTL Shipments
Flatbed Trailer      

 Our on-site state certified scale ensures that you are getting accurate 
weights on every product that leaves our yard.
 Our friendly and experienced drivers know that your time is valuable and 
will strive to meet your schedule.
 Our employees are trained to make sure that every order of rock is sorted 
for quality and accuracy.



        In early 1999, Rod (CEO/Owner) and his brother Duane 
bought a dump truck and an old dozer. Thinking they would do 
a little excavation to supplement the farm operation. Hence the 
name DuRo. By the end of 1999, Duane had lost interest in the 
excavation business and sold out to Rod. During this year 
however, we were approached by a local farmer asking if we could 
haul a load of field rock to his daughter’s  house in Minneapolis. 
Rod being eager to try something new, consulted with a couple of 
relatives in the landscape business, one from Minneapolis and the 
other from Nebraska. Ironically today, these areas are still our two 
biggest markets. By the start of 2001, we had bought a small 
excavator and an old used side dump, which proved to be the 
keys to success. We now have several late model excavators and 
side dumps, and we still deliver to those customers that were 
brave enough to give us a try with that first truck and have been 
loyal enough to support us through the years. As the years 
progressed, we noticed that our customers were asking us about 
products that we didn’t carry yet. We took the que from this and 
began researching these products. Today we can truly say that 
every product we now offer, has stemmed from customer request. 
So, in conclusion, we owe a huge thank you to all our customers 
for inspiring us on this journey.

- The Duro Team



Cedar Valley Auburn

A very dark rock with blends of cedar coloring 
mixed in.

Grizzly Brown

Boulders rich in earth tones great for walls and
accents. NOTE: Decorative Size Available

Kodiak Brown

Blue-gray cubes with brown overtones.

Ebony Slate

Gun Smoke Gray

Sandstone Moss Boulders

A dense slate that adds a dark contrast to any
landscape.

Gray quarried stone with some flat edges for walls 
and outcropping. NOTE: Decorative Size Available

Weathered sandstone with moss and lichen.



Shadow Gray

Dark gray granite with streaks of pink gneiss.
NOTE: Decorative Size Available

Silver Mist

A shimmering rock excellent for accenting.
NOTE: Decorative Size Available

Glacial Boulders continue to be our specialty and our 
staple product. You can confidently view Duro as your 
trusted supply line from the field directly to your job 
site. Our smallest glacial boulders start at a 2-4” and 

4-6” sort and then increase in 6” increments from a 6” 
rock all the way up to a 60” boulder.



Honey Oak
Ledgestone

The Honey Oak ledgestone has a consistent 14” wall face, 18-24” depth, and 4-10’ lengths. 3-6’ lengths avail-
able upon request.

Elm Creek
Ledgestone

The Elm Creek ledgestone has a consistent 14” wall face, 18-24” depth, and 4-10’ lengths. 3-6’ lengths
available upon request.

9” Cottage Taupe
Ledgestone

The Cottage Taupe Ledgestone is 9” thick. It is a lighter color, ideal for planter boxes or shorter walls and 
spaces.



Rustic Brown 
Ledgestone

Random sized beams that can be used for a variety of applications.

Hickory Bluff
Ledgestone

A naturally flat, buff colored limestone with very consistent heights.

Beam Rock
Ledgestone

Beams selected for consistent depth and height with 
varying lengths.

Fond du Lac
Ledgestone

Color is predominately gray with some white with 
some buff, as well. *Upon Request



Glacial Ridge
Cut Boulder Steps

Glacial boulders sawn into 7” steps with a thermal 
finish.

Black Hills
Snapped Steps

5-8” thick snapped to 36-48” lengths.

Glacial Ridge
Natural Steps

Evening Blue
Snapped Steps

Elm Creek
Snapped Steps

Naturally flat, cost-effective steps available in many
sizes.

5-8” thick snapped to 36-48” lengths.

Sawn-cut on the bottom with natural top in 4’, 5’ and 6’ lengths.



Black Hills Brown
Flagstone

Rustic colors ranging from light brown to chocolate.

Rustic Ledge
Flagstone

Rugged dense stone to maintain a rustic look.

Evening Blue
Flagstone

Silver Creek
Flagstone

Blue/gray stone with some rust colored edges.

Modern gray hue with a light shimmer.

The Black Hills Brown and Evening Blue Flagstone 
types are stocked in 1.5-2”, 2-2.5”, and 2.5-3” 

thickness, available in both patio and standup slabs.



Signature Series
Fire Rock

Hand selected Glacial Boulders, finished with an 
artistic touch.

Round Burner
Fire Rock

Combine solid stone with the warmth and charm of 
fire.

Black Magic
Stone Fountain

Honey Onyx
Stone Fountain

Rich black accents are highlighted by flowing water.

With its intriguing undulating patterns and vivid 
colors, ranging from red to black to green to white, 
onyx makes a commanding statement.

Fire Rocks combine the warmth and 
charm of natural fire with rugged 
boulders and add a new dimension to 
your backyard landscape. Fire rocks 
come ready to be hooked up to either 
propane or natural gas. These units 
come complete with lava rock and a 
150,000 BTU double ring burner.

Our collection of Hidden Spring Stone 
Fountains combine large rocks with 

running water. Bring the relaxing 
sound of water to your backyard

setting with a pond less water
feature. Flowing water enhances the 

stones natural beauty.

* These products are special order items.



Natural Veneer Stone
“Put your work a cut above the rest ”

No Fading
No Chipping Through
No Repeating Patterns
All Natural
Endless Choices
Timeless Beauty

Natural thin veneer stone offers many 
benefits over manufactured stone. Unlike 

manufactured stone, it has a more RICH AND 
AUTHENTIC colorful beauty that won’t fade 

or wash away. In fact, weather and time 
will enhance its beauty. Put your work a 

cut above the rest with the LASTING natural 
beauty of our naturaL VENEER STONE!



33920 County Hwy 6
Redwood Falls, Minnesota 56283

t. 800 658 7309
info@durorock.net | www.durorock.net
We have tried our very best to accurately represent product colors in this brochure.
However, due to the nature of printed material as well as the natural variances in the
rock itself , the actual products may differ slightly from how they appear on your
particular printed piece.
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At Duro Rock Supply Co., we respect
the environment. Please consider this

before disposing this piece of literature.


